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How Far Do You Want to Go?

W

hen i started riding motorc ycles my fir st goal wa s to go cross
country. I’ve done that several times, but almost all my riding these days is commuting
to work, or maybe a quick spin to the Crest or up North 14.

The Club, however, is on the road and putting
on the miles all over New Mexico. In this issue
you can read about a trip to the Jemez, to the
Salinas Ruins, to Cloudcroft and to Viet Nam!
The Riding Challenge is in full swing,
encouraging two wheeled touring all over our

that can put us in touch with our world, each
other, and ourselves. It doesn’t matter how
many tires you burn or maps you wear out,
as it does what you come away with. For me,
and I think for many of you, that’s a richer
experience of living and a closer attachment
to our environment and each other.
So however far you decide to go, get out
and ride. And then share it!
David Wilson, editor

great state. Not only can you experience the
beauty of our scenic corner of the country,
but you can snag a coveted t-shirt at the end
of the year.
Near or far, to the Crest or to Viet Nam,
the important thing is the riding experience
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Riding
Viet

Not how I remember
Da Nang

Ha Long Bay
boat tour

Climb up Monkey
Island Ha Long
Bay

was certain, and we eventually
came upon an unlikely looking
bike shop. Sure enough, inside
was a huge array of bikes for
rent, at what amounted to $10
per day. The wrinkle was that
we wanted the bikes for the
following day, but Eric wanted
to get to the main temple in
time to get pictures of the
temple at sunrise, about 6 am.
To do that, we had to pick up the
bikes by 5:00. The owner did
not normally open until much
later than that, but he agreed to
meet us at 5:00, and true to his
word, he was there.
We rode along in the
darkness, with just our
headlamps. I had no idea where
we were going, just following
Eric as best as I could see him
and hoping not to lose him in the darkness. We arrived at the Angkor
Wat temple, walked all over the beautiful ancient grounds, took lots
of pictures, and had some delicious street food. We headed out to
explore the larger grounds. Suddenly Eric headed off the paved road
onto a narrow dirt path, going toward nowhere in particular. We
found ourselves riding into a succession of small villages, past busy
small markets, goats, chickens and languid dogs who rarely looked
up as we rode past. The path eventually circled around back to the
road we had been on and we headed back to Siem Reap.
In retrospect, it was an important learning experience, allowing us
to negotiate the bewildering traffic on bicycles, squeezing through
tiny gaps between large trucks, tourist buses, tuk-tuks, and masses
of motorbikes all crowding simultaneously through intersections,
rarely with traffic lights, and always everyone honking horns to let
you know they are there, but no aggression. Somehow it all worked.
I called it self-organizing chaos. It was invaluable experience, for
when we left the motorbike rental shop in Saigon we were thrown
immediately into throngs of traffic orders of magnitude greater than
we had experienced in Siem Reap.
We flew to Saigon the morning of January 2nd. I had made
arrangements with Tigit Motorbikes to rent their Honda 110cc Blades.
(Continued on page 3)

Nam

by Jens Deichmann
In November 2019, my son, Eric and
I decided to visit Southeast Asia by
bike and motorbike. I had been in Viet
Nam 50 years before, in the Navy as
chief engineer on a boat based out of
Da Nang. I had thought off and on of
going back but had never seen a way
clear. Eric had hatched the idea to go
to Thailand and attend a school on Thai
cooking. Eric was going to go alone and
camp as he travelled from Thailand through Viet Nam. I didn’t think camping alone was a
good idea and thought, “Why not go too, and stay at Airbnbs?”
I was looking into renting motorbikes for the two-week trip from Saigon (Ho Chi Minh City)
to Hanoi. I had been watching YouTube videos about renting motorbikes in Viet Nam. There
were a lot of warnings about needing motorcycle certifications, Viet Nam driver’s licenses,
insurance and what could happen if you were stopped, or worse, involved in an accident
without all the proper paperwork. The videos also showed in terrifying detail the crowded
and chaotic traffic we would encounter. Not being experienced on a motorcycle, I had some
doubts. As it turned out, the rental shop didn’t ask for any of the documents, and we rented
the bikes without a hitch.
We arrived in Bangkok on December 29. We spent the next two days getting acclimated,
touring the city on foot and by metro, boat, and tuk-tuk – which is a cheap and wonderful
way to get around. We also had some
Approach to Hanoi
great meals. We then flew to Siem Reap,
Cambodia.
Our plan was to visit the Angkor Wat
temple by bicycle. We found a bike
rental shop and were making our way by
foot toward the shop. As we walked on,
following Eric’s phone directions, we left
the crowded streets and walked along a
deserted dirt road. I was skeptical, but Eric
The Legendary Shaft
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Along the road from Da Lat to Nha Trang

These were reputed to be the most bullet-proof bikes
available. Semi-automatic, capable of carrying two adults,
and go most anywhere. After buying a couple of helmets
and being instructed to take the bikes in for oil change in
Da Nang (at about the halfway point of the trip), we threw
ourselves into the cauldron of traffic. I was getting used
to the bike, while trying to keep Eric in view while always
at risk of losing sight by being blocked by a truck and Eric
having to change direction while following his google map.
It was nerve wracking and exhilarating, knowing that I had
survived another near catastrophe.
The following day we headed to Da Lat, a beautiful city sitting at about 5,000 ft. It was favored
by the French Colonialists for its temperate climate, and their influence is everywhere. French
architecture, beautiful spacious parks and gardens lining lakes and other water works. We spent
the evening there trying the food and walking through the outdoor markets with unbelievable
arrays of beautifully arranged fruits and vegetables. But as alluring as the city is, Eric and I were
of one mind. What we really enjoyed was being out on the road on the motorbikes. We headed
out the next morning to the coastal city of Na Trang.
We were again treated to stunning views as we rode through verdant fog-shrouded mountains,
stopping often to wander off the road and gaze at waterfalls and far-off vistas of mountains,
blue skies, and clean air. We arrived in Na Trang early afternoon, found a street vendor serving
the ever-present Pho, and headed for the beach. Eric took a dip in the South China Sea while I
watched our things and enjoyed the sea air.
It was mid-afternoon and we were not interested in riding around the city. We decided to head
north on the notorious Highway 1 to Tuy Hoa. Highway 1 is the main north-south travel route
for trucks and is reputed to be not only dangerous on bikes, but also not very pretty. We had
intended to avoid it as much as possible, but it was the only realistic route to Tuy Hoa.
We came to a point where it turned into a high-speed corridor and motorbikes were required to
take a secondary road north. It turned dark and we found ourselves on a twisty two-lane road up
and down steep hills and sudden hairpins. We began encountering heavy trucks coming toward
us with airplane-landing type lights that completely blinded us. We would also occasionally
encounter a truck stopped in our lane with no lights on. The apparent warning of a parked truck
is to lay a mound of tree branches on the road behind the truck. Of course, in the pitch black of
night, you don’t see the branches or the truck until you’re on top of them. Pretty hairy.
Eric was able to find a list of Airbnbs with his phone and we quickly made our way to the home
of a delightful family. The husband even escorted us to a local outdoor market/restaurant where
he introduced us to some the local dishes.
From there we headed back west toward the central highlands, spending the next night in Kon
Tum. Unlike me, Eric is willing to try most any food. When our dinner arrived, I asked what he had
ordered. Since he had his translator app, he could scan the menus and bring it up in English. Fish
stomachs. Later that night he learned to regret it – he wasn’t quite as adventurous after that. By
the time we arrived in Da Nang, another city with still quite a lot of French influence, we enjoyed
some more familiar dishes, both Vietnamese and French.
We were riding through the countryside toward Da Nang when I got the uneasy feeling that

the rear tire had gone flat. As I pulled over, a woman quickly
came over and motioned me toward a shop where a young
man dropped what he was doing, replaced the tube, and
sent us on our way again. We found that sort of cheerful
helpfulness throughout the trip.
After spending three days in Da Nang, where we explored
the city and visited the area where I had been stationed, we
rode over the famed Hai Van pass and coastal road toward
the ancient capital of Hue. As we approached the city, I
made a turn, had to stop quicker than I expected, hit the
brake too hard and went down on my left side. No damage to the bike but a tear in my jacket and
pants and some scratches to my knee, elbow, and pride. Several people who had seen it came
running over to help, but not much to do but dust off and keep going. We spent a fair amount of
time that evening looking for dressing for my knee. Bandages were no problem to find but no one
seemed to know what adhesive tape was.
Hue is a World Heritage site and there’s much to be seen, but true to both our natures, we
were more interested in hopping on the bikes and heading back to the countryside. The next stop
was the Phong Nha-Ke Bang National Park, located in the oldest karst mountain in Asia, about
400 million years old. We explored the area for a day and never ceased to wonder at the stunning
shear topography of the area. This karst topography was a constant feature as we headed to Ha
Long Bay, where we were to spend three days on Cat Ba Island hiking in the breathtaking mistcovered verdant mountains, riding along the island coast, taking a day-long boat ride through Ha
Long Bay, and exploring the local food.
On what was to be our last day on the island, we were heading across the island to the ferry
landing when my tire went flat again. We had just passed through a village, so I turned around
and started walking the bike back. Eric turned around, headed to the village, and by the time I
arrived there was already an older gentleman waiting to take care of the tire. By the time we
were ready to go, it was going to be too late to catch the ferry, so we headed back to Cat Ba. We
started extra early the next day to be sure to catch the morning ferry. Last stop: Hanoi.
It was a short 70 km ride to Hanoi, our last full day in Viet Nam. We visited some ancient
temples, bought some souvenirs, then headed to the motorbike rental shop. We caught a cab
across town to our hotel. One last meal, an early wakeup, and off to the airport.
We had spent three weeks in Southeast Asia, the last two in Viet Nam. All the people we
encountered were welcoming, helpful and just downright pleasant. I wondered how that could be,
especially in the north, with all the bombing and damage that we had done, but we encountered
no animus. Instead, a lot of high fives, motorbikes passing us giving us the peace sign, and lots
of smiles. We look forward to going again and exploring the far north part of the country. On
motorbikes of course! Really the only way to visit the country.
Of course the motorcycle bug had bitten me, and I started looking at options. I zeroed in first
on the BMW G310GS. Having only ridden the Honda 110, I was pretty nervous about trying to
maneuver a large bike, but quickly decided that I was likely to outgrow a 310 in short order. I saw
on Craigslist a 1997 R1100RS in Bernalillo. It was in beautiful condition. I took it for a spin, and
bought it. It’s admittedly a big beginner bike, but I’m enjoying it and look forward to the riding
season. I also know I have a lot to learn to improve my skills.
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Where have you

been up to lately?

Jan Sands: Beautiful day to ride to
Valles Caldera and meet another rider
who brings along “Bubba”.

Kathryn Krivitzky: Dan and I
enjoyed a brisk and sunny
ride to Abo mission ruins.

LOE B MW R N E WS
HOW TO SUBSCRIBE AND WATCH A
TOPIC OR FORUM

by Terry Rowley, webmaster@loebmwr.org
Many of you may be missing out on the opportunity to receive
last minute notifications and details about rides and events
that are posted to the clubs Message Board (MB). There is a
simple and quick way to make sure you receive any updates or
newly added items by using the “Subscribe” feature of the MB.
In simple terms, when you Subscribe to a Forum (such as
Meetup, General Commentary, Impromptu Rides, and For
Sale & Wanted Items) or a Topic which contains posts within
one of those Forums, the MB “Watches” them for you and will
email you anytime something new is added (posted) to that
overall Forum or a specific Topic within that forum. Think about
Forums and Topics as being like a filing cabinet – each drawer
would be a Forum, and inside each drawer are folders which
are your Topics, and inside each folder could be 1 or 100’s of
pages of information, and those are the Posts.
Subscribing is an easy task and you only need to do it once
for each Forum or Topic (unsubscribing is equally easy to do).
To Subscribe to a particular Topic, let’s say it is a post
regarding Best Motorcycle Engine Oil, in the forum called General
Commentary:
1 Go to that Best Motorcycle Engine Oil Topic on the MB
2 Scroll to the bottom of that page

3 You’ll see 4 items listed on the blue colored bar at
the bottom left corner of the page, they are “Board index”,
“Problems? Email webmaster@loebmwr.org with questions”,
“Subscribe topic” (that’s the one we’ll work with), and
“Bookmark topic”
4 You may also notice a small empty box to the left of the
words “Subscribe topic”. If you are Subscribed to a topic that
box will have an “X” in it.
5 To change that empty box to an X and Subscribe, click
on the words “Subscribe topic” (you can’t click the box, only
the words Subscribe topic). You’ll see a screen confirming that
you’ve Subscribed and then be taken back to the Topic you
were just viewing. Scroll to the bottom and you’ll see there is
now an X in that box. You may also notice the words have now
changed to “Unsubscribe topic”.
How do you Unsubscribe? Go back to the Best Motorcycle
Engine Oil Topic and click on the words “Unsubscribe topic” on
the blue bar at the bottom of the page. It’s that simple!
Subscribing to a Forum (and Unsubscribing) is nearly
identical to Subscribing (and Unsubscribing) to a Topic, except
you do it from the Forum page and not the Topic page. For
instance, to Subscribe to the Meetup Forum (and get updates
of anything posted to that entire Forum), click the link to open
up the Meetup Forum page, scroll to the bottom of that page
and you’ll see that same Subscribe link and empty box at the left
bottom of the page as you did when you were Subscribing to
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a Topic except this time it says “Subscribe forum”. You should
know how to do the rest and, if not, follow the instructions
above for Subscribing to a Topic.
How do you know how many Topics or Forums you’re
“Watching”? If you want to view all the Forums or Topics you
are currently watching, or if you want to quickly Unsubscribe
from a bunch of Subscribed Forums and Topics, there is an
easy way to do that from your User Control Panel (UCP).
Open your User Control Panel (link is near the upper left
side of your screen). When that new page opens, under the
OVERVIEW tab (first tab in the line), select the menu choice
of Manage Subscriptions and you will see all the Forums and
Topics you are Subscribed to and watching. Simply check
any topics or forums you want to “unwatch”, you can quickly
unsubscribe from all by scrolling to bottom of page and
selecting the “Mark all” option then selecting the “Unwatch
marked” button. You may have to do that more than once
if you are Watching many, many topics. Either way, you’ll
need to select the “Unwatch marked” button at the bottom
right corner of the page before you’ll be Unsubscribed from
anything you may have selected. You’ll know you were
successful if a confirmation screen opens up and then you’ll
be taken back to the “Manage subscriptions” screen.
Subscribing to a Topic or Forum is an easy way to “set it and
forget it”, you won’t have to check the MB each day to see if
there are any updates, instead the MB will let you know when
there is a change.
April 2021
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LOE B MW R C ALE N DAR
GENERAL CALENDAR INFO
As always, while event information is posted
in the Shaft, there may be last minute changes,
which will be reflected on the Message
Board. If you cannot visit the Message Board,
the ride contact person can notify you of
changes. Please note all rides are at the
individual’s own discretion and risk. These are
destination rides so each person should “ride
their own ride” while meeting up with others
at the various destinations of the ride. Be
sure you’re aware of the route and bring your
own maps/GPS to assist you. Exchanging cell
phone numbers with other ride participants
is recommended. If you decide to drop out
of the ride at some point during the ride,
notifying at least one other ride participant of
your intention to drop out will help alleviate
unnecessary confusion or concern for your
whereabouts. All information will be posted
to the Calendar page.

ON ANY SUNDAY
Some gather for Sunday breakfast at Milly’s
on Jefferson just North of San Antonio. Meet
between 7:30 and 8:30 am.

COVID-19 EVENT UPDATE

by RJ Mirabal
During our recent Activities Committee
meeting we’ve scheduled events sooner and
some later with the understanding that we’ll
have to adjust to current situations and colorcoded restrictions as we go through 2021.
We have to be cautious when we gather as a
state-sanctioned non-profit organization and
follow the NM DOH restrictions. Right now,
in Bernalillo County (Yellow) we can gather
in groups of 10 persons and many of our rides
usually involve about that many people. As

for restaurants, the current restriction is 33%
capacity inside, 75% outdoor dining.
The following are tentative depending on
what we hear back from these two restaurants:
if they have space for us inside, outside, or
both. For both upcoming monthly Sunday
rides, we’ll have to observe their indoor and
outdoor dining limitations. As a result, it’s
very important you RSVP on a special club
site – more details and links to follow.
SATURDAY, APRIL 10

SF BMW WHEELS & COFFEE

They will have coffee and breakfast snacks
between 9-10:30 am for us to enjoy before
we go for a ride or whatever comes up.
SUNDAY, APRIL 11

TRAVELING BREAKFAST

We’ll meet at 9 am at Vic’s Cafe, 3600 Osuna
Rd NE in Albuquerque. RSVP on iVolunteer so
we can let them know how many are coming.
SATURDAY, APRIL 17

SANDIA BMW WHEELS & COFFEE

They will have coffee and breakfast snacks
between 9-10:30 am for us to enjoy before
we go for a ride or whatever comes up.
SUNDAY, APRIL 25

LUNCH RENDEZVOUS

Noon at the delightful Mustang Diner in
Mountainair.

FRIDAY-SUNDAY, MAY 7-9

ICE CREAM RIDE

This is our own little private rally for members
to kick back, relax, eat, ride some great
pavement and dirt routes, and just enjoy
fellowship with each other. This is in one of
the few current ‘Turquoise’ Counties in New
Mexico with restrictions of 75% seating for
indoor and outdoor dining, and gatherings
limited to a maximum of 150 people.
We’ll be staying at the Los Olmos Lodge
which is now taking reservations, so don’t
delay – http://www.losolmoslodge.com
575-539-2224. There are bunk rooms
available if you want to share costs with
others – post information here if you have an
extra bunk to share or if are looking for a bunk
for the weekend.
Show up Friday, Saturday we ride the
infamous highway 191, formerly known as the
‘Devils’ highway 666, from Safford to Alpine
or from Alpine to Safford depending on your
demeanor, and then we head back home on
Sunday. Depending on what routes you take to
and from Glenwood, you can find some of the
Fire Station Riding Challenge along the way!
There are lots of dirt rides in the area and
we usually have a few people who take on
that challenge. The Mogollon ghost town is
about 13 miles from Glenwood and another
option is the Catwalk which is about 5 miles
from Glenwood.
SATURDAY, MAY 15

SANDIA BMW WHEELS & COFFEE

SUNDAY, MAY 2

TRAVELING BREAKFAST

Check the Message Board for the latest on
the when and where.

They will have coffee and breakfast snacks
between 9-10:30 am for us to enjoy before
we go for a ride or whatever comes up.

SATURDAY, MAY 8

SATURDAY, MAY 15

They will have coffee and breakfast snacks
between 9-10:30 am for us to enjoy before
we go for a ride or whatever comes up.

6:30 am – 4:30 pm at Sandia Speedway, $130
base fee.
(Continued on page 6)

SF BMW WHEELS & COFFEE

SMRI / LAW TIGER’S TRACK DAY
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NOTE CONCERNING THE CALENDAR
You are strongly encouraged to check the
Message Board and the Calendar on the web
site before any event, to be apprised of any lastminute changes. You’ll also find impromptu
rides posted, reviews and opinions on club
activities as they happen.
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SUNDAY, MAY 16

SMRI / LAW TIGERS
2021 CHAMPIONSHIP
ROUND 1

6:30 am – 4 pm at Sandia
Speedway, $150 base fee.
SATURDAY, MAY 27

QUEBRADAS
BACKCOUNTRY
BYWAY DIRT RIDE

Ride leader Andrew Sinclair
has two meetup options: Isleta
Travel Center depart at 9 am, or
Escondida Lake depart at 10:15.
We can only accommodate
a limited number of people at
this event, so you must RSVP
by clicking this link to confirm
your spot.
From Escondida, we’ll take
the Quebradas Backcountry
Byway to Hwy 380. Then,
take Bosquecito Road back to
Escondida. The total loop is
about 55 miles. Quebradas
Backcountry Byway is a
well maintained dirt road.
Bosquecito Road can be a little
sandy. There are no services
available along the loop, so be
sure to bring water and snacks.

LOE B MW R C ALE N DAR

(Continued from page 5)
SUNDAY, MAY 16

LUNCH RENDEZVOUS

Check the Message Board for the latest on
the when and where.

COME CHECK OUT OUR NEW SHOWROOM
AND THE ALL NEW 2015 MODELS!!

Sandia BMW Motorcycles
6001 PAN AMERICAN WEST FWY NE
ALBUQUERQUE, NM 87109-3421
505-884-9137

July/August: Breakfast Burritos in the
Mountains
Late August: Rio Grande Del Norte Camp &
Ride

NATIONAL EVENTS

UPCOMING CLUB
EVENTS:

THURSDAY-SUNDAY, MAY 20-23, 2021

BMW RA NATIONAL RALLY

Summer: Progressive Brunch
August: Club Birthday Picnic
December: Christmas Party

We tried. We really tried. With the majority
of spring and summer rallies postponed due
to coronavirus, we really wanted to hold
our “Game of Roads” National Rally in the
fall because we know the healing power of
riding and coming together. Our hope was
that by September, coronavirus was going to
be sufficiently under control that we could
hold a safe rally. Rally Chair Matt Smith and

GROUP RIDES, CAMP & RIDES,
ETC.

April / May: Los Lunas Mystery Rock & Laguna
Burger Ride/Hike/Eat
June: Cloudcroft Camp & Ride

The Legendary Shaft
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his team of volunteers had been working hard
not only on all of the usual moving parts of a
rally but also on the new realities of holding
a rally during a pandemic, with contactless
check-in, additional disinfecting protocols,
and appropriate social distancing. Member Jill
Veverka (a registered nurse) volunteered to
help make sure that the rally was indeed safe.
This was an extremely tough call to make,
but is the right one under these exceptional
circumstances. The good news is that you
only have to wait until the Spring! It’s in the
same great location – the Smoky Mountain
Event Center in Waynesville, NC. And with
the same great roads and the same great club.
Registration will remain open for the new dates.
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LOE B MW R CLU B I N FO
O FFICE R S
INFORMATION
Info@LOEBMWR.org
LOE BMW R general inquiries

COMMUNICATIONS
RJ Mirabal
communications@loebmwr.org

PRESIDENT
Jon Helm
president@loebmwr.org

SECRETARY
Jan Sands
secretary@loebmwr.org

VICE PRESIDENT
Mo Moortgat
vicepresident@loebmwr.org

NEWSLETTER
David Wilson
newsletter@loebmwr.org

MEMBERSHIP SERVICES
Lynn Coburn
membership@loebmwr.org

WEBMASTER
Terry Rowley
webmaster@loebmwr.org

TREASURER / MEMBERSHIP RECORDS
Bede Crawford
membershiprecords@loebmwr.org

MEMBER AT LARGE
Gary Cade
member1@loebmwr.org

ACTIVITIES CZAR
Sandy Ballard
activities@loebmwr.org

MEMBER AT LARGE
Daniel Schrodt
member2@loebmwr.org

RALLY CHAIR
Dave Hartman
rallychair@loebmwr.org

PAST PRESIDENT
Tom Volkmann
pastpresident@loebmwr.org

JOI N TH E LO E B MW R

S U B M IT TO TH E S HAF T

Yearly dues are $35. For more information or
to pay:

Send in your stories, opinions, pictures,
gripes…we publish anything! Send your
contributions to:

Land of Enchantment BMW Riders
PO Box 92095
Albuquerque, NM
87199-2095
www.loebmwr.org
or contact membership@loebmwr.org
BENEFITS OF BECOMING A MEMBER
• 10% discount at Sandia/Santa Fe BMW for
BMW items
• 10% discount off entire ticket at OCD
Custom Cycles & Repair in Santa Fe
• Annual winter Progressive Breakfast
• Club birthday picnic
• Christmas party
• Rides
• Camaraderie
•
SHAFT ADVERTISING RATES
$225/yr. – K page
$150/yr. – N page
$100/yr. – Business Card Size

David Wilson
727-2 Cedar Hill La NE
Albuquerque, NM 87122
505-328-6163
david@davidwilsondesign.us
Computer files are easiest for me, or you can
fax it, or scribble on a piece of paper and mail
it. I don’t care! And don’t forget lots and lots
of pictures.
All stories © by the individual authors, used
by permission.
Newsletter design and production by

david@david wilson design.us
www. david wilson design.us

BMW Riders Club
Land of Enchantment

10% off BMW parts and labor!

Must present current LOEBMWR Club membership card at time of service.
Marc Beyer, Master Technician - Specializing in BMW Motorcycles,

Vintage, and Racing. Mercedes-Benz Expert.

505-428-0646

The Legendary Shaft
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ANOTHER
FABULOUS DAY!

C
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DING

by Dot Weber
Today as I
rode through
New Mexico
and Aizona, I
reflected on the
silliness of being a
long-distance rider. I’m

LOE
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Rides
Weird
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ALL IN ALL A FABULOUS DAY

by Dot Weber
Had a balmy 23F start this morning to
go grab the southern loop. Met up with
a fabulous fellow in Columbus, said
hello to more deer than I would have
preferred, saw amazing vistas and huge
rockslides and rode the most fabulous
25 miles of tight little twisties tucked
high in the Gila. All in all a fabulous day.

EL LOBO SOLO!

by Sandy Ballard
I took a quick tour this week down
through Claunch to camp at Three
Rivers Petroglyph Site half way between
Carrizozo and Tularosa. I continued
south to Cloudcroft, circled around
to Lincoln then back home through
Claunch again. Ticked off 8 more fire

stations on the LOE BMW R
Riding Challenge along the way.
Gotta love New Mexico!
Where else can you take a
500 mile motorcycle ride in
February and not freeze your
ass off? Oh wait, I did freeze my
ass off! If it weren’t for heated
gear, I’d probably be dead.
The 17 red motorcycle icons
are the fire stations I have yet
to visit. Looks like I need to go
north. Brrrrr! Fortunately, I have
no more ass left to freeze off!

currently participating in three rallies that take me beautiful
places all for the thrill of taking a picture. I see a sign that I
wasn’t expecting and lurch off the bike, hang a flag and snap
a pic all while trusting Madame Garmin to take me to the next
predetermined point for a planned picture. In between, I glory
in the sights, the air, the freedom and am one with my bike. I
wouldn’t have it any other way.

SOME SERIOUS RIDING GOING ON

by Richard Strohmeyer
Dot, is smoking it with 38 stations so far, and Sandy isn’t far
behind with 33 stations to go. John is making ‘em sweat with
27 stations. I have a measly 24, but I’ll be back in April for a
couple of weeks. Jack and Jeff have 21 and 19, respectively.

NEW MEMBERS

Welcome to our new club members! Say hi to Debbie Grady,
John Dillon, Dot Weber, David Hill, Jens Deichmann, Jeffery
Foster and Peter Rasmussen. We look forward to seeing you
at some of our club shindigs, and in some far-off places riding
your motorcycles.
The Legendary Shaft
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